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Abstract
Rev-1F. No one has ever provided mathematical evidence that unifies gravity and
electromagnetism. This is an Important Mathematical Discovery. Note that the 2 classical
equations of Newton's Gravity and Coulomb's Law have a similar form. Also note that when
Limit (r) ---> 0, these 2 equations approach a singularity
This implies that our universe collapses to a single point for unification. Each reader must
comprehend that our universe literally blinks, off and on, 1.1 trillion cycles each second (1.1
THz). See my related articles, including the blinking universe calculation and 1024-QAM for
elementary particles. There are 3 mathematical approaches and 3 empirical sources that all

conclude the same idea - our universe is blinking.
As Einstein once said, "Reality is merely an illusion..." - A blinking universe would certainly
make his statement correct.
There is also an important mathematical distinction here. Note that I did not say these
equations become infinite, nor did I state that division by zero is occurring. The 2 equations
approach a limit, such that the difference between them becomes trivial. They become unified
as they get closer to the singularity. Consider that the smallest distance that can be
measured using current technology is about 10^-19 meters. Planck scale is about 10^-35
meters. Now consider these 2 equations at 10^ -10,000. The difference between them
becomes trivial. Which equation approaches the singularity faster is immaterial.
The definition for unification according to Merriam-Webster's dictionary is:
the act, process, or result of unifying : the state of being unified.
www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/unification
Clearly, this process is happening for these 2 equations as r approaches zero.
Some have criticized the issue of positive or negative charge. However, in a blinking
universe, the charge value does not matter because everything collapses to a single point.
Or stated another way, the energy of positive and negative charges are simultaneously held
at a single point. If you insist on this being an issue, then you will at least agree, when the
charge is positive – unification can occur. This is still a mathematical first.
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Introduction
Important Mathematical Discovery - Gravity & Electromagnetism unified. Note that the 2
classical equations of Newton's Gravity and Coulomb's Law have a similar form. Also note
that when
Limit (r) ---> 0, these 2 equations approach a singularity
This implies that our universe collapses to a single point for unification. Each reader must
comprehend that our universe literally blinks, off and on, 1.1 trillion cycles each second (1.1
THz). See my related articles, including the blinkinguniverse calculation and 1024-QAM for
elementary particles. There are 3 mathematical approaches and 3 empirical sources that all
conclude the same idea - our universe is blinking.

No one has ever provided mathematical evidence that unifies gravity and electromagnetism.
This simple evidence is clearly a mathematical first. As Einstein once said, "Reality is merely
an illusion..." - A blinking universe would certainly make his statement correct.

Figure 1. Gravity and Coulomb's Law
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Conclusions
This short ebook has described the first mathematical evidence for the unification of gravity
and electromagnetism.
This document is a living document. The author reserves the right to make corrections and
changes. I am a journalist & writer that has produced this information for the benefit of the
public.
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APPENDIX
RLighthouse.com
I am a proud government whistleblower – see my ebooks about the criminal acts of the CIA
and FBI. Readers are advised that the CIA may be blocking or restricting access to some of
my ebooks, especially outside the United States. Readers are further advised that digital
tracking tags may have been placed in my ebooks. It may be best to download from Apple
iBooks, if possible. Note how slowly the jpg's load into the ebook when viewing. The content
of some ebooks may have been altered – still trying to monitor this. If you have tried to
contact me, it is possible that emails and phone calls are being blocked (Owenc787 at gmail)
713.three.zero.six.8287; 918 West 26th Street, Houston, Texas, 77008.
Readers are advised to review the website drjudywood.com which provides compelling
evidence about 9-11. http://drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam4.html ..... Note
Figure 63. Dr Wood spent many years researching this and filed suit against the US
Government, along with Dr Morgan Reynolds. Jet fuel does not burn through concrete and
steel. The cookie-cutter holes were made by a high-powered laser that rapidly ages material and turned the concrete and steel into dust in seconds. Note Figure 38(a) here:
http://drjudywood.com/articles/DEW/StarWarsBeam3.html ...Watch the steel beam turn into
dust while standing vertically. This laser operates at a harmonic of the blinking frequency which causes rapid aging. Readers are also advised to see the movie "Sirius" by Dr Steven
Greer, M.D. It is available for free on Netflix, where it is the #1 documentary, and to watch the
youtube videos by the Honorable Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of Defense. He has
a book titled, “The Money Mafia.”
Also, find my brief educational videos on youtube (Some have been blocked from the search
engines).

For more than 4 years, this author has been stalked, harassed, and threatened by US
Government agents from the CIA, FBI, and NSA - because of the content of these ebooks.
My home has been broken into, repeatedly. In May 2014, my girlfriend was drugged and
kidnapped from LaGuardia airport. This is not a joke. My computer, phone, and alarm system
have been hacked, including those of my friends and family. It is truly sad and pathetic, these
agencies have become criminal organizations. If something happens to me (disappearance,
false criminal charges, sudden accident, etc. - my readers can be certain that the FBI and CIA
were involved. See my related ebooks identifying the murders of Gary Webb, Michael
Hastings, Phil Schneider, William Colby, Dr Eugene Mallove, Stan Meyers, and others. In my
opinion, the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is behind these criminal acts; David
Rockefeller was the CEO and Chairman for many years.

Figure 2. ISBN for the ebook.
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